
dogs and bottom-dwelling, scum-sucking creatures of
-and that's just what they call themselves. But don't

unkind to the vulture funds hunting for deals in Asia,
playing a useful role in bringing value back to a
1 continent. And they are not the only ones doing

Conglomerates are restructuring and western financial
are looking for partners. We profile a mixed bunch

top deal makers. Some are ex-soldiers, some are
consultants and analysts. One is even a leading Asian
banker

Tellin2 the good from the bad
As one banker says: "The key to what they're
doing is knowing which managements are the
crooks and which have a genuine interest in
trying to repay, and buying into the latter."

Cerberus looks for a 20% to 25% return
from its investments and most of Cohen and
Krishna's time is spent in the most troubled
countries: Indonesia, Korea and Thailand,
where they have most of their investments. ..
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CERBERUS

In Greek mythology, Cerberus was a three-
headed dog with a mane and a tail of snakes
that guarded the gates ofHades. One of the 12
labours of Hercules was to capture him.

It's an appropriate name for a vulture fund
that's reckoned by some to have been the most
active player in the Asian distressed debt
market in the first six months of 1998.

"There is no doubt that Cerberus can move
the market," says one rival. "These guys are

big players."

Looking east
The New York-based hedge fund has almost
$4 billion under management globally and
was founded nine years ago to look into
distressed debt opportunities in the US. The
firm began looking at Asia earlier this year and
opened offices in Hong Kong and Japan.

With its Asian expansion in mind, it hired
Victor Khosla from Mertill Lynch. He
brought with him a team of people including
Scott Cohen who ran Mertill's non-Japan Asia
distressed asset business.

Cohen is part of a small team of three in
Hong Kong and is one of two managing direc-
tors along with J~-deep ~~. Krishna
certainly knows a lot about Asian debt, given
he was a former head of credit research at the
firm that issued most of it -die now bankrupt

Peregrine.
Krishna's old firm -the issuer of the only

samurai bond ever to default -is one of the
buying opportunities that hits Cerberus's
distressed debt radar screens today. The bank-
rupt investment bank's paper has varied in
value over the course of the year from a still
solvent 80 cents in the dollar to seven cents.

Krishna's skills also comprise corporate
restructuring -a job he did for Peregrine in
Korea.

Cohen and Krishna make the buy recom-
mendations to head office in New York, and

I then manage the asset if it is bought. They are
buy-and-hold investors whose aim is to help
the management of the distressed corporate
restructure, and thus increase the number of
cents in the dollar they can get back for their
paper. Sometimes it even involves taking an
equity stake and selling out of this at a later
date.
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headcount by almost half following

emerging market rout in early.
more than vindicated.

What a difference three years makes -
, .

Gems

Simon Murray arrived in Hong Kong in the
mid-I96os, long before there was talk of mira-
des and meltdowns. Having seen the region

bagger image and become one
citizens. Indeed, around Asia these
Goldman is held up as a paragon
ment.

Send in dIe Green Berets
Much of the credit for this turnround
Henry Cornell, who runs the firm's
direct-investment operation, based in
Kong. Cornell, a 4I-year-old Goldman
ner renowned for his no-nonsense
commands the kind of loyalty most
Kong executives can only dream about.
team, known
Berets, consists of over a
most of them Asian-born

way of }ife, Cornell's division,

Gems, which was launched in March and is
now a 10-man operation, has raised $150
million so far, and Murray expects to double
that by the end of November. As yet, the fund
has made no investments, but Murray and
company are scouring Japan and the rest of
Asia for worthwhile bargains.

The fund has no interest in the financial
services sector and is instead focusing on
manufacturing, marketing, and telecommuni-
cations businesses. The emphasis is on well-
established companies, with recognized brand
names, that now, as a result of the financial
tumult throughout the region, find themselves
unable to raise as much capital as they need.

Murray says there are plenty of deals to be
found; the trick is to unearth good ones. "The
opportunities are absolutely multiple," he
says. "Most companies in Asia have liquidity
problems. However, there is a lot of garbage
floating around. The analysis of deals is criti-
cal, but there is also a certain element of
baccarat involved," he says.

At a time when "vulture" is a particularly
dirty word in Asia, Murray thinks Gems
benefits from the fact that it will only take
minority stakes in firms, and will only keep its
share for, at most, ~ight years.

"It is critical to have an exit strategy," he
says. On the other hand, he believes Asia is
still a superb long-term investment. While the
past year's turmoil has been far worse than
anyone predicted, Murray points out that the
factors that gave rise to Asia's emergence -an
increasingly educated workforce, for instance
-remain very much in place. "The conditions
that made Asia tick have not gone away," he
says. Mike Steinberger

atttition

matter).
Without doubt.

.direct-investment

ities post-crash

.bureaucrats and business

its name, Goldman
collar in its
menv
kind of companies it chooses to bet on.

Henry Cornell
GOLDMAN SACHS

When American invesrment banks began
pouring into east Asia back in the early 199os,
they were greeted with considerable scepticism
-for good reason. After all, Wall Street's
powerhouses had turned bullish about Asia's
prospects several times in the past, only to cut
and run when the region failed to live up to
their exaggerated expectations. And when that
doyen of Wall Street firms, Goldman Sachs,
which had doubled the size of its Hong Kong
headquarters between 1993 and 1994, pared its

become dominant players in their
sectors.

Goldman has certainly spread its
far and wide. Among other things,
stakes in China Southern Airlines,
Ping-An Insurance Company, Hong
Hung Hing Printing, .

and Resorts, and Pou Chen, a
footwear maker. Certainly, the

In the case of Ping-An, fot instance,
ment was given a crash course by
troops in state-of-the-art actuarial

Murray: looking for jewels

transformed from a sleepy backwater to an
economic dynamo, Murray is perhaps better
able than most investors to keep Asia's current
woes in perspective;

As the quintessential old Asia hand, he is
also in a position to take advantage of those
woes without arousing charges of carpet-
bagging and ambulance-chasing -at least
that's what he hopes. Murray stepped down
earlier this year as chairman of Deutsche Bank
Asia-Pacific to set up Gems, a general invest-
ment fund focusing exclusively on private
equity opportunities in post-crash Asia.

Colourful character
A former member of the French Foreign
Legion, Murray, 57, is unquestionably one of
the corporate world's more colourful charac-
ters. Like many of the young Brits who made
their way east at the time, he spent the early
part of his career with Jardine Matheson,
quickly rising to the post of director.

When legendary Hong Kong tycoon Li Ka-
shing took control of the British Hong
Hutchison Whampoa in 1984, he hired
Murray to serve as his right-hand man. Over
the next decade, the two men forged a close
relationship and built a fabulously successful
business. Though they parted company in
1994 -among other things, they fell out over
the political reforms pursued by Chris Pat ten,
then Hong Kong's governor -they remain
good friends. In fact, Li is an investor in
Murray's new venture (so, too, is Deutsche
Bank; apparently, they don't have hard feelings
in Hong Kong).

is a major player in the Chinese
market. Mike Steinberger

The Asian Debt
Recovery
Company
MYfILUS

Their mini resolurion trusr is named after

bottom-dwelling, scum-sucking shellfish
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commit to transfet their bonds based on the
market value determined on the day of the
transfer which they and we will not know in
advance."

A pair of bottom-fishers
In Septembet ARDC is launching a second
vehicle, the Galleus fund, which will have the
same investment mandate but issue units fot
cash to institutional investors.

The combination should leave ARDC in
good shape for effective bottom-fishing. "We
definitely anticipate bidding for whole portfo-
lios of distressed securities on a block-trade
basis," says Long. "We have already taken in
portfolios of distressed securities and antici-
pate doing more of this in the future, perhaps
on a very large scale." Jack Lowenstein

Hyundai chairman Chung Mong-hun, Roth-
schild was immediately attracted by the
underlying strength of its remaining assets.
These included Mando Machinery, Halla
Cement, Halla Heavy {including what Ross
calls its "wonderful shipyard") and Halla Engi-
neering and Construction. "The companies
had all the normal Korean problems, but
underneath it all we thought they were world
class," says Ross.

He immediately decided against overseeing
Halla's break-up while it was being conveyed

RO111SCHILD

When Rothschild Inc says it is married to its"
work in Korea it's more than a figurative
claim. After a solid five months in Seoul, Chin
Pak, one of a three-member team posted from
New York for a long-term work-out at the
Halla group, finally got a break, for a honey-
moon with a Korean woman he met on the

job.
Rothschild's hands-on approach from

within Halla's own head office is getting
noticed in Korea among clients and govern-
ment officials increasingly contemptuous of
the suitcase-banking approach of many of its
competitors. It is also getting results, claims
Rothschild Recovery Fund LLP (RRF) chair-
man Wilbur Ross, overseeing activities from
New York.

Friends in high places
When Rothschild established the RRF as a
global sovereign bond vulture fund in late
1997, one of its first investments was paper
issued by the parastatal Korean Development
Bank. As KDB bonds rebounded when Korea
staved off default in Jate December, the fund
made plenty of money and Rothschild found
it had plenty of friends at government level,
who in turn gave it useful contacts at the high-
est level to the private sector, says Ross.

Introduced to Chung Mong-won, chair-
man of already bankrupt Halla, by his brother,

the promoters of the Mytilus fund indeed
expect to playa very useful role extracting
value from the sunken casualties that lurk in
Asia's distressed-debt securities markets.

Mytilus, managed by the Asian Debt
Recovery Company (ARDC), differs from
other Asian impaired-value funds in offering
vendors a share in the upside of any recoveries
made on their assets. That is because vendors
get units in the fund, not cash for assets they
vend in.

Since its establishment in June, Mytilus has
garnered 10 investors, exchanging assets with a
market value of $25 million and an average
discount to face value of around 60%.
Mytilus holds paper from 25 names from
Indonesia, Thailand, Korea, Hong Kong and
Malaysia. The dishonour roll includes Pere-
grine Investment Holdings, Thailand's
Alphatec and Sonprasong Land, and convert-
ible bonds from high-profile Korean failures
Kia and Jinro.

Key players in the fund-management team
include George Long of Hong Kong hedge-
fund operator Long Investment Mangement,
who will act as chief investment officer;
Robert Appleby, previously managing director
of Asian fixed income at Credit Agricole Indo-
suez; Christopher Botsford, managing direc-
tor of debt-structuring firm Asia Financial
Products; Phillip Gray, former executive chair-
man of HSBC James Capel; and David
Brougham, just retired as executive director of
Standard Chartered, Hong Kong and China.

The value of using a proxy
Long says the fund's aim is simple: "We want
to get the highest possible value by any
means." That may range from secondary-
market trading to being an activist on creditor
committees, a role that institutional investors
or market-makers caught short with damaged
paper often have no interest in.

"For some issues we see ourselves as having
a coordinating role and we are already getting
other creditors asking us to act for them," says

Long.
For many investors the advantage of using

Mytilus as a proxy is that it allows them to
maintain relationships with borrowers while
having someone anonymous apply the hard
word. And because it is offering a way out to
unhappy investors and reducing the number
of creditors at meetings, Long says Mytilus is
also getting a good reception from borrowers
seeking to restructure.

The tough question for investors is whether
they believe they will be at least maintaining
the value of the paper when they swap it for a
share of the Mytilus portfolio. Both the port-
folio and incoming assets are valued at an
average of five published sources, with the
process administered by the Hongkong &
Shanghai Bank.

"We will let potential investors know the
general shape of the portfolio but not neces-
sarily an updated list of holdings," says Long.
"They will know the approximate appraisal
value before they commit but they have to

Ross: not just parachuting in

through Korea's crowded and largely untested
bankruptcy courts. Instead he proposed a
bridge financing chat would simultaneously
allow all the creditors to be paid out at a
discount and remove all the cross-guarantees,
leaving the bridge financiers free to maximize
value from selling the fully unencumbered and
disentangled assets in a manner that would
give potential buyers more confidence.

To see the process through, associates Chin
Pak, and Stephen Toy, and more recendy
analyst Adam Bergman, have been told to stay
in Seoul for as long as it takes. "I have been to
Korea 12 times in the last eight months, but we
decided it was very important not to just para-
chute in and out. To get it done right and
quickly you had to have people there all the
time," says Ross.

Besides negotiating with 100 lenders and
more than 200 trade creditors and preparing
sales memoranda, they have had to find ways
to preserve asset values by keeping the compa-
nies trading. A key problem was lack of work-

ing capital.
The answer was what Ross claims is a first

in Korea, a form of debtor-in-possession
financing through hypothecation of the
companies' receivables, carryjng the Korean
name yangdo tambo. A first $20 million facility
has already been set up for Mando, using RRF
funds.

To make the bridge financing work, which
is expected by the end of September, Roth~
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schild's team has had an even toughet task
than persuading angry lenders to cede repay-
ment priority: get Korean tax officials to back
legislation waiving taxation on corporate
profits gained through debt forgiveness.

Ross believes this has only been possible
because of the full-time commitment of Roth-
schild's staff to the ~o~k-out process. "It is not
reasonable to march into a country, spend tWo
hours there and demand everybody rolls over,"
says Ross.

Rothschild is now so sold on its approach it
plans to replicate it at another troubled
conglomerate, Hyosun. It also hopes to win
one or both of tWo advisory mandates being
funded by the World Bank: joining large
Korean banks to assist with their in-house
work out processes, and running part of a
proposed W1.6 trillion ($1.2 billion) domestic
corporate restructuring fund.

"We will be having people on the ground
for many years to come," predicts Ross.

Jack Lowenstein
Yam: Hong Kong's biggest punter

one resounding answer came back: "Joseph
Yarn, of course."

His price-keeping operation, designed to
hurt those who were speculating against the
Hong Kong dollar, saw a massive accumula-
tion of local stock in a 10-day blitz in August.

When the central banker entered the
market, the Hang Seng index was almost
down to 6,500. As his buying spree wound up

The Dai-ichi Hotel Tokyo,
opened Apri121st, 1993. A
hotel of European style,
subtley and charm.
Featuring 275 exquisite
guest rooms and 12 superb
restaurants and bars.
Complete banquet facilities
for events of all types. And
an ideal location in the very
heart of Tokyo.

I at the end of the month it was over 7,800. By
that measure, the authority made a marked-
to-market return over 10 days of 20%.

But of course, that's on paper only. Most of
that gain was on the last day when the HKMA
pumped HK$70 billion (US$9 billion} into a
market where it was the only buyer. But at the
beginning of September the Hong Kong
government -which is the beneficial owner -
could congratulate itself on having bought
some very good assets at what looked like

cheap prices.
Whether it will be able to off-Ioad them for

a profit is quite a different matter.

Mass nationalization
The only holding disclosed -for UK regula-
tory reasons -is that in HSBC. The HKMA,
acting through the resources of the HK$659
billion Exchange Fund, purchased 8.91% of
the world's most profitable banking group.

Other big holdings probably include Swire
Pacific -which owns Cathay Pacific -
Hongkong Telecom and Li Ka Shing's
Cheung Kong. In an era of privatization it
amounts to the biggest mass nationalization of
private assets this decade.

"The government intends to disclose its
holding~ of individual stocks in the future,"
says HKMA spokesperson, Thomas Chan,
"but it is undesirable at this stage. It would
impair the HKMKs operational capability to
deal with speculators."

An arrns-Iength company is to be estab-
lished to manage the government's holdings. A
name has not yet been decided on, but wags
around town have quite a few ideas such as the
Wounded Tiger Fund.

On a more serious level, the arms-Iength
company needs to be set up as soon as possi-
ble to clarify an obvious conflict of interest.
How can the HKMA regulate a bank of
which it is one of the biggest shareholders?
And other market participants are concerned
that the HKMA, as regulator, knows too
much market-sensitive information about the
bank.

Chan of the HKMA says of the ,

tion that yes, the HKMA has become a
of fund manager and yes, Yam became a .

like a chief investment officer during the inter-
vention but "it was an exceptional case".

True enough. But this is
manager. On August 28 the

I stopped buying for just 10 minutes,

II market immediately dipped 150 points,
impact on the index of serious
selling can only be guessed at.

But, just maybe,
very wise investment. Given a

of its positions and
~ins. And why stop a:t

1-2-6 Shimbashi, Minaro-ku Tokyo 105-8621 Tel.+81-3-3501-4411

Fax.+81-3-3595-2634 E-mail: info@dai-ichi-horel.co.jp

ued assets elsewhere. Indonesian
.: remain dirt cheap and, further afield,

beckons.
Is this the mother of all vultute funds?
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When Euromoney asked Hong Kong's brokers
who is the most active fund manager in town,

DAI-ICHI HarEL ToKYO
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